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"Legalized Swindling System"
Contributed by Eric P. Newman, Numismatic Education Society

In examining a $5 banknote of the Exchange Bank of
Virginia payable at its Richmond Branch and issued in
Norfolk on July 9, 1855, I found a tirade against the
issuance of this type of banknote printed on the reverse.
It is obvious from its content that these inflamatory remarks
were printed on the note during its circulation and as such
have historical importance. While business advertisements
and exchange broker's stamps were often placed on the
back of banknotes during their circulation, the following
comment about the paper money itself is most unusual:

The paper banking system is essentially and necessar-
ily fraudulent. The very issue of paper as money is always
a fraud, and must operate to rob the earnings of labor
and industry for the gain of stock-jobbing, wild specula-
tion and knavery and to corrupt private morals and degrade
national character. The object, as well as the effect, of the
paper-money system is to enable those who have earned
or accumulated nothing by labor, to exchange their nothing
for the something, and often the everything, earned by
the labor of others.

But worse and more fraudulent in effect than the
general paper-money system is that of Virginia, because
that the latter adds the feature of branch banks—which,
alone, would serve to render banks more irresponsible, and
therefore more corrupt and dishonest. The different branch
banks, by exchanging their notes, and each issuing only
the notes of other and distant branches, and refusing to
pay any but their own (which they thus keep far from

home), actually can always maintain a virtual suspension
of payments, even when not directly shielded by the law
in refusing to pay. And this, the most contemptible of their
evasions of the obligations of law and honesty, has been
availed of extensively, and with entire efficacy.*

And yet more fraudulent and more injurious is the
banking system of Virginia than the general, because the
penalties ostensibly imposed on the illegal acts of banks
cannot be enforced; and were not intended to be enforced.

And all the general and also the peculiar fraudulent
principles of the banking system of Virginia are rendered
more effective and more malignant because the govern-
ment is partner in trade with the banks—and thus foolishly
attempts to share in the dishonest profits of the banks,
made by cheating both the government and the people.
And this attempt always results, as must do leagues for
pillage concerted between knaves and their dupes, as joint
operators and sharers. The stock-gambling and borrowing
interest, (not the simple and honest stockholders) get all
the benefit of the league and the cheating, and the govern-
ment and the people pay the cost and suffer all the
injury.—

*Though some years have now passed since the falsely pre-
tended resumption of payments, there is not now a truly
specie-paying bank in the principal towns of Virginia; nor
will there be, while the present legal policy, (which per-
mits the irresponsible swindling system), shall exist.

Operation Fix Up, by Hank Bieciuk
You can take a coin out of circulation, but you can

never take the circulation out of a coin. Familiar? You bet!
The same is true of currency. But, there is something you
can do to improve the overall appearance of some circul-
lated notes. Many of the notes acquired from non-collector
friends look as if they had been trampled to death! For
some strange reason, these notes are usually badly crumnled.
Others have been carefully folded and carried in billfolds
for years. Even notes purchased from dealers are apt to
have a couple of corners carelessly bent. All of these notes
can be improved with a little time, patience, practice and
an iron.

For "operation fix-up" you will need an electric iron,
some Kleenex, a pocket knife and a hard smooth surface
upon which you can iron. An ironing board won't do
because it is usually padded and cloth-covered and a hard
surface is a must.

First, spread a Kleenex on the table and lay the note
on the Kleenex. Dampen another Kleenex and keep it
handy. Plug in your iron, set it at low temperature and
you are ready to begin.

Let us suppose that the note you wish to improve had
a couple of corners bent. Pick up your knife (preferably

a knife with small blades) and gently lift up the corners
and fold them back into place. It is best to use a knife, as
there is less danger of tearing the note while folding back
the corners. Next, pick up the dampened Kleenex and
moisten the corners you have just folded back. With the
damp Kleenex smooth down any other wrinkles or creases
present. Now put a dry Kleenex on top of the note and you
are ready to iron. (Placing a Kleenex on top of the note
before ironing prevents giving the note a "shine.")

Now, pick up your iron and move it slowly back and
forth over the note until the dampness is gone. Remove the
note, place it on a flat surface, or in a book, and place more
weight, such as books, over it. Leave it alone for six hours
or more. Not only will the note look better, it will be worth
more!

If the edges of your note are ragged, get a sharp pair
of scissors and carefully cut away as much of the ragged
edge as the margin of the note will permit. Most notes have
fairly wide margins and will permit this little operation.
Of course, if your note was cut close to begin with, there is
little you can do.
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